
Extend 1 PC To 

Many Workstations

Sharing Computing

Benefits of Replacing PCs With vCloudPoint Zero Clients

Save 70% Capital Cost

All users share one set of applications and vCloudPoint 

zero clients cost only half the price of entry-level PCs.

Save 95% Maintenance Cost

vCloudpoint zero clients have no breakable parts. 

Maintenance is minimized to host machine.

Save 95% Power Consumption

Compared to 110 watts used by PCs, vCloudPoint zero clients 

consume only 5 watts and produce much less heat.

The obsolescence-free feature of the vCloudPoint zero clients 

also proves longer desktop refresh cycle up to 10 years.

Save 95% Future Up-gradation

The vCloudPoint device is a network access device that effectively 

allows multiple users to simultaneously share the host computer’s 

untapped resources while still providing users with the same PC 

experience. The vCloudPoint device is referred to as zero client or 

ultra thin client, because it contains no moving parts but centralizes 

all processing and storage to just what is running on the host. As a 

result, it requires no local driver to install, no patch management, 

and no local operating system licensing fees or updates. The device 

consumes very little power and is tamper-resistant and completely 

incapable of storing any data locally, providing a more secure 

endpoint.

What is it?

vCloudPoint Zero Client

Desktop Broadcasting:
Teachers can display their desktop to 

students for real-time instruction. 

Instant Message:
The vChat Internet Messenger allows 

teachers to communicate with students 

easily.

User Control:
Admin can view and take control of user’s 

desktops, and are able to disable audio, 

video and USB device use.

Multimedia Supports:
vCloudpoint supports PC quality video and 

audio playback, and unlimited number of 

video users to enhance a diverse way of 

learning and teaching. 

High User Density:
Low CPU bandwidth consumption allows a 

host to be shared by more users. vDirect 

Client Rendering technology further reduces 

CPU consumption by 90% for video 

workloads.

Great Simplicity:
No endpoint configurations; auto power-

on and auto-on and auto-login allows the 

teacher to quickly get desktops ready 

without requiring the students to learn to 

use the zero clients.
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